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Abstrat
Stohasti sampling algorithms, while an attrative alternative to exat algorithms in
very large Bayesian network models, have been observed to perform poorly in evidential
reasoning with extremely unlikely evidene. To address this problem, we propose an adap-
tive importane sampling algorithm, AIS-BN, that shows promising onvergene rates
even under extreme onditions and seems to outperform the existing sampling algorithms
onsistently. Three soures of this performane improvement are (1) two heuristis for
initialization of the importane funtion that are based on the theoretial properties of im-
portane sampling in nite-dimensional integrals and the strutural advantages of Bayesian
networks, (2) a smooth learning method for the importane funtion, and (3) a dynami
weighting funtion for ombining samples from dierent stages of the algorithm.
We tested the performane of the AIS-BN algorithm along with two state of the art
general purpose sampling algorithms, likelihood weighting (Fung & Chang, 1989; Shahter
& Peot, 1989) and self-importane sampling (Shahter & Peot, 1989). We used in our
tests three large real Bayesian network models available to the sienti ommunity: the
CPCS network (Pradhan et al., 1994), the PathFinder network (Hekerman, Horvitz,
& Nathwani, 1990), and the ANDES network (Conati, Gertner, VanLehn, & Druzdzel,
1997), with evidene as unlikely as 10
 41
. While the AIS-BN algorithm always performed
better than the other two algorithms, in the majority of the test ases it ahieved orders of
magnitude improvement in preision of the results. Improvement in speed given a desired
preision is even more dramati, although we are unable to report numerial results here,
as the other algorithms almost never ahieved the preision reahed even by the rst few
iterations of the AIS-BN algorithm.
1. Introdution
Bayesian networks (Pearl, 1988) are inreasingly popular tools for modeling unertainty in
intelligent systems. With pratial models reahing the size of several hundreds of variables
(e.g., Pradhan et al., 1994; Conati et al., 1997), it beomes inreasingly important to ad-
dress the problem of feasibility of probabilisti inferene. Even though several ingenious
exat algorithms have been proposed, in very large models they all stumble on the theo-
retially demonstrated NP-hardness of inferene (Cooper, 1990). The signiane of this
result an be observed in pratie | exat algorithms applied to large, densely onneted
pratial networks require either a prohibitive amount of memory or a prohibitive amount
of omputation and are unable to omplete. While approximating inferene to any desired
preision has been shown to be NP-hard as well (Dagum & Luby, 1993), it is for very om-
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plex networks the only alternative that will produe any result at all. Furthermore, while
obtaining the result is ruial in all appliations, preision guarantees may not be ritial
for some types of problems and an be traded o against the speed of omputation.
A prominent sublass of approximate algorithms is the family of stohasti sampling
algorithms (also alled stohasti simulation or Monte Carlo algorithms). The preision
obtained by stohasti sampling generally inreases with the number of samples generated
and is fairly unaeted by the network size. Exeution time is fairly independent of the
topology of the network and is linear in the number of samples. Computation an be
interrupted at any time, yielding an anytime property of the algorithms, important in time-
ritial appliations.
While stohasti sampling performs very well in preditive inferene, diagnosti reason-
ing, i.e., reasoning from observed evidene nodes to their anestors in the network often
exhibits poor onvergene. When the number of observations inreases, espeially if these
observations are unlikely a-priori, stohasti sampling often fails to onverge to reason-
able estimates of the posterior probabilities. Although this problem has been known sine
the very rst sampling algorithm was proposed by Henrion (1988), little has been done
to address it eetively. Furthermore, various sampling algorithms proposed were tested
on simple and small networks, or networks with speial topology, without the presene of
extremely unlikely evidene and the pratial signiane of this problem has been un-
derestimated. Given a typial number of samples used in real-time that are feasible on
today's hardware, say 10
6
samples, the behavior of a stohasti sampling algorithm will be
drastially dierent for dierent size networks. While in a network onsisting of 10 nodes
and a few observations, it may be possible to onverge to exat probabilities, in very large
networks only a negligibly small fration of the total sample spae will be probed. One of
the pratial Bayesian network models that we used in our tests, a subset of the CPCS
network (Pradhan et al., 1994), onsists of 179 nodes. Its total sample spae is larger than
10
61
. With 10
6
samples, we an sample only 10
 55
fration of the sample spae.
We believe that it is ruial (1) to study the feasibility and onvergene properties of
sampling algorithms on very large pratial networks, and (2) to develop sampling algo-
rithms that will show good onvergene under extreme, yet pratial onditions, suh as
evidential reasoning given extremely unlikely evidene. After all, small networks an be
updated using any of the existing exat algorithms | it is preisely the very large networks
where stohasti sampling an be most useful. As to the likelihood of evidene, we know
that stohasti sampling will generally perform well when it is high (Henrion, 1988). So, it
is important to look at those ases in whih evidene is very unlikely. In this paper, we test
two existing state of the art stohasti sampling algorithms for Bayesian networks, likeli-
hood weighting (Fung & Chang, 1989; Shahter & Peot, 1989) and self-importane sampling
(Shahter & Peot, 1989), on a subset of the CPCS network with extremely unlikely evi-
dene. We show that they both exhibit similarly poor onvergene rates. We propose a new
sampling algorithm, that we all the adaptive importane sampling for Bayesian networks
(AIS-BN), whih is suitable for evidential reasoning in large multiply-onneted Bayesian
networks. The AIS-BN algorithm is based on importane sampling, whih is a widely
applied method for variane redution in simulation that has also been applied in Baye-
sian networks (e.g., Shahter & Peot, 1989). We demonstrate empirially on three large
pratial Bayesian network models that the AIS-BN algorithm onsistently outperforms
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the other two algorithms. In the majority of the test ases, it ahieved over two orders of
magnitude improvement in onvergene. Improvement in speed given a desired preision
is even more dramati, although we are unable to report numerial results here, as the
other algorithms never ahieved the preision reahed even by the rst few iterations of
the AIS-BN algorithm. The main soures of improvement are: (1) two heuristis for the
initialization of the importane funtion that are based on the theoretial properties of im-
portane sampling in nite-dimensional integrals and the strutural advantages of Bayesian
networks, (2) a smooth learning method for updating the importane funtion, and (3) a
dynami weighting funtion for ombining samples from dierent stages of the algorithm.
We study the value of the two heuristis used in the AIS-BN algorithm: (1) initialization
of the probability distributions of parents of evidene nodes to uniform distribution and
(2) adjusting very small probabilities in the onditional probability tables, and show that
they both play an important role in the AIS-BN algorithm but only a moderate role in the
existing algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is strutured as follows. Setion 2 rst gives a general
introdution to importane sampling in the domain of nite-dimensional integrals, where it
was originally proposed. We show how importane sampling an be used to ompute prob-
abilities in Bayesian networks and how it an draw additional benets from the graphial
struture of the network. Then we develop a generalized sampling sheme that will aid us
in reviewing the previously proposed sampling algorithms and in desribing the AIS-BN
algorithm. Setion 3 desribes the AIS-BN algorithm. We propose two heuristis for ini-
tialization of the importane funtion and disuss their theoretial foundations. We desribe
a smooth learning method for the importane funtion and a dynami weighting funtion
for ombining samples from dierent stages of the algorithm. Setion 4 desribes the em-
pirial evaluation of the AIS-BN algorithm. Finally, Setion 5 suggests several possible
improvements to the AIS-BN algorithm, possible appliations of our learning sheme, and
diretions for future work.
2. Importane Sampling Algorithms for Bayesian Networks
We feel that it is useful to go bak to the theoretial roots of importane sampling in order
to be able to understand the soure of speedup of the AIS-BN algorithm relative to the
existing state of the art importane sampling algorithms for Bayesian networks. We rst
review the general idea of importane sampling in nite-dimensional integrals and how it
an redue the sampling variane. We then disuss the appliation of importane sampling
to Bayesian networks. Readers interested in more details are direted to literature on
Monte Carlo methods in omputation of nite integrals, suh as the exellent exposition by
Rubinstein (1981) that we are essentially following in the rst setion.
2.1 Mathematial Foundations
Let g(X) be a funtion of m variables X = (X
1
; :::;X
m
) over a domain 
  R
m
, suh that
omputing g(X) for any X is feasible. Consider the problem of approximate omputation
of the integral
I =
Z


g(X) dX : (1)
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Importane sampling approahes this problem by writing the integral (1) as
I =
Z


g(X)
f(X)
f(X) dX ;
where f(X), often referred to as the importane funtion, is a probability density funtion
over 
. f(X) an be used in importane sampling if there exists an algorithm for generating
samples from f(X) and if the importane funtion is zero only when the original funtion
is zero, i.e., g(X) 6= 0 =) f(X) 6= 0.
After we have independently sampled n points s
1
, s
2
, . . . , s
n
, s
i
2 
, aording to the
probability density funtion f(X), we an estimate the integral I by
^
I
n
=
1
n
n
X
i=1
g(s
i
)
f(s
i
)
(2)
and estimate the variane of
^
I
n
by
b

2
(
^
I
n
) =
1
n  (n  1)
n
X
i=1

g(s
i
)
f(s
i
)
 
^
I
n

2
: (3)
It is straightforward to show that this estimator has the following properties:
1. E(
^
I
n
) = I
2. lim
n!1
^
I
n
= I
3.
p
n  (
^
I
n
  I)
n!1
 ! Normal(0; 
2
f(X)
), where

2
f(X)
=
Z



g(X)
f(X)
  I

2
f(X) dX (4)
4. E

b

2
(
^
I
n
)

= 
2
(
^
I
n
) = 
2
f(X)
=n
The variane of
^
I
n
is proportional to 
2
f(X)
and inversely proportional to the number of
samples. To minimize the variane of
^
I
n
, we an either inrease the number of samples or
try to derease 
2
f(X)
. With respet to the latter, Rubinstein (1981) reports the following
useful theorem and orollary.
Theorem 1 The minimum of 
2
f(X)
is equal to

2
f(X)
=

Z


jg(X)j dX

2
  I
2
and ours when X is distributed aording to the following probability density funtion
f(X) =
jg(X)j
R


jg(X)j dX
:
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Corollary 1 If g(X) >0, then the optimal probability density funtion is
f(X) =
g(X)
I
and 
2
f(X)
= 0.
Although in pratie sampling from preisely f(X) = g(X)=I will our rarely, we expet
that funtions that are lose enough to it an still redue the variane eetively. Usually,
the loser the shape of the funtion f(X) is to the shape of the funtion g(X), the smaller
is 
2
f(X)
. In high-dimensional integrals, seletion of the importane funtion, f(X), is far
more ritial than inreasing the number of samples, sine the former an dramatially
aet 
2
f(X)
. It seems prudent to put more energy in hoosing an importane funtion
whose shape is as lose as possible to that of g(X) than to apply the brute fore method of
inreasing the number of samples.
It is worth noting here that if f(X) is uniform, importane sampling beomes a general
Monte Carlo sampling. Another noteworthy property of importane sampling that an be
derived from Equation 4 is that we should avoid f(X)  jg(X)  I  f(X)j in any part
of the domain of sampling, even if f(X) mathes well g(X)=I in important regions. If
f(X)  jg(X)   I  f(X)j, the variane an beome very large or even innite. We an
avoid this by adjusting f(X) to be larger in unimportant regions of the domain of X.
While in this setion we disussed importane sampling for ontinuous variables, the
results stated are valid for disrete variables as well, in whih ase integration should be
substituted by summation.
2.2 A Generi Importane Sampling Algorithm for Bayesian Networks
In the following disussion, all random variables used are multiple-valued, disrete variables.
Capital letters, suh as A, B, or C, denote random variables. Bold apital letters, suh as
A, B, or C, denote sets of variables. Bold apital letter E will usually be used to denote
the set of evidene variables. Lower ase letters a, b,  denote partiular instantiations
of variables A, B, and C respetively. Bold lower ase letters, suh as a, b, , denote
partiular instantiations of sets A, B, and C respetively. Bold lower ase letter e, in
partiular, will be used to denote the observations, i.e., instantiations of the set of evidene
variables E. An(A) denotes the set of anestors of node A. Pa(A) denotes the set of
parents (diret anestors) of node A. pa(A) denotes a partiular instantiation of Pa(A). n
denotes set dierene. Pa(A)j
E=e
denotes that we use the extended vertial bar to indiate
substitution of e for E in A.
We know that the joint probability distribution over all variables of a Bayesian net-
work model, Pr(X), is the produt of the probability distributions over eah of the nodes
onditional on their parents, i.e.,
Pr(X) =
n
Y
i=1
Pr(X
i
jPa(X
i
)) : (5)
In order to alulate Pr(E = e), we need to sum over all Pr(XnE;E = e).
Pr(E = e) =
X
XnE
Pr(XnE;E = e) (6)
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We an see that Equation 6 is almost idential to Equation 1 exept that integration is
replaed by summation and the domain 
 is replaed by XnE. The theoretial results
derived for the importane sampling that we reviewed in the previous setion an thus be
diretly applied to omputing probabilities in Bayesian networks.
While there has been previous work on importane sampling-based algorithms for Ba-
yesian networks, we will postpone the disussion of this work until the next setion. Here
we will present a generi stohasti sampling algorithm that will help us in both reviewing
the prior work and in presenting our algorithm.
The posterior probability Pr(aje) an be obtained by rst omputing Pr(a; e) and Pr(e)
and then ombining these based on the denition of onditional probability
Pr(aje) =
Pr(a; e)
Pr(e)
: (7)
In order to inrease the auray of results of importane sampling in omputing the pos-
terior probabilities over dierent network variables given evidene, we should in general use
dierent importane funtions for Pr(a; e) and for Pr(e). Doing so inreases the omputa-
tion time only linearly while the gain in auray may be signiant given that obtaining
a desired auray is exponential in nature. Very often, it is a ommon pratie to use the
same importane funtion (usually for Pr(e)) to sample both probabilities. If the dierene
1. Order the nodes aording to their topologial order.
2. Initialize importane funtion Pr
0
(XnE), the desired number of samples
m, the updating interval l, and the sore arrays for every node.
3. k  0; T  ;
4. for i 1 to m do
5. if (i mod l == 0) then
6. k  k + 1
7. Update importane funtion Pr
k
(XnE) based on T .
end if
8. s
i
 generate a sample aording to Pr
k
(XnE)
9. T  T [ fs
i
g
10. Calulate Sore(s
i
;Pr(XnE; e);Pr
k
(XnE)) and add it to the orrespond-
ing entry of every sore array aording to the instantiated states.
end for
11. Normalize the sore arrays for every node.
Figure 1: A generi importane sampling algorithm.
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between the optimal importane funtions for these two quantities is large, the perfor-
mane may deteriorate signiantly. Although

Pr(a; e) and

Pr(e) are unbiased estimators
aording to Property 1 (Setion 2.1),

Pr(aje) obtained by means of Equation 7 is not an
unbiased estimator. However, as the number of samples inreases, the bias dereases and
an be ignored altogether when the sample size is large enough (Fishman, 1995).
Figure 1 presents a generi stohasti sampling algorithm that aptures most of the
existing sampling algorithms. Without the loss of generality, we restrit ourselves in our
desription to so-alled forward sampling, i.e., generation of samples in the topologial
order of the nodes in the network. The forward sampling order is aomplished by the
initialization performed in Step 1, where parents of eah node are plaed before the node
itself. In forward sampling, Step 8 of the algorithm, the atual generation of samples, works
as follows. (i) eah evidene node is instantiated to its observed state and is further omitted
from sample generation; (ii) eah root node is randomly instantiated to one of its possible
states, aording to the importane prior probability of this node, whih an be derived
from Pr
k
(XnE); (iii) eah node whose parents are instantiated is randomly instantiated to
one of its possible states, aording to the importane onditional probability distribution
of this node given the values of the parents, whih an also be derived from Pr
k
(XnE); (iv)
this proedure is followed until all nodes are instantiated. A omplete instantiation s
i
of the
network based on this method is one sample of the joint importane probability distribution
Pr
k
(XnE) over all variables of the network. The soring of Step 10 amounts to alulating
Pr(s
i
; e)=Pr
k
(s
i
), as required by Equation 2. The ratio between the total sore sum and the
number of samples is an unbiased estimator of Pr(e). In Step 10, if we also ount the sore
sum under the ondition A = a, i.e., that some unobserved variables A have the values a,
the ratio between this sore sum and the number of samples is an unbiased estimator of
Pr(a; e).
Most existing algorithms fous on the posterior probability distributions of individual
nodes. As we mentioned above, for the sake of eÆieny they ount the sore sum orre-
sponding to Pr(A = a; e), A 2 XnE, and reord it in an sore array for node A. Eah
entry of this array orresponds to a speied state of A. This method introdues additional
variane, as opposed to using the importane funtion derived from Pr
k
(XnE) to sample
Pr(A = a; e), A 2 XnE, diretly.
2.3 Existing Importane Sampling Algorithms for Bayesian Networks
The main dierene between various stohasti sampling algorithms is in how they proess
Steps 2, 7, and 8 in the generi importane sampling algorithm of Figure 1.
Probabilisti logi sampling (Henrion, 1988) is the simplest and the rst proposed sam-
pling algorithm for Bayesian networks. The importane funtion is initialized in Step 2 to
Pr(X) and never updated (Step 7 is null). Without evidene, Pr(X) is the optimal im-
portane funtion for the evidene set, whih is empty anyway. It esapes most authors
that Pr(X) may be not the optimal importane funtion for Pr(A = a), A 2 X, when A
is not a root node. A mismath between the optimal and the atually used importane
funtion may result in a large variane. The sampling proess with evidene is the same
as without evidene exept that in Step 10 we do not ount the sores for those samples
that are inonsistent with the observed evidene, whih amounts to disarding them. When
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the evidene is very unlikely, there is a large dierene between Pr(X) and the optimal
importane funtion. Eetively, most samples are disarded and the performane of logi
sampling deteriorates badly.
Likelihood weighting (LW) (Fung & Chang, 1989; Shahter & Peot, 1989) enhanes the
logi sampling in that it never disards samples. In likelihood weighting, the importane
funtion in Step 2 is
Pr(XnE) =
Y
x
i
=2e
Pr(x
i
jPa(X
i
))






E=e
:
Likelihood weighting does not update the importane funtion in Step 7. Although likeli-
hood weighting is an improvement on logi sampling, its onvergene rate an be still very
slow when there is large dierene between the optimal importane funtion and Pr(XnE),
again espeially in situations when evidene is very unlikely. Beause of its simpliity, the
likelihood weighting algorithm has been the most ommonly used simulation method for
Bayesian network inferene. It often mathes the performane of other, more sophistiated
shemes beause it is simple and able to inrease its preision by generating more samples
than other algorithms in the same amount of time.
Bakward sampling (Fung & del Favero, 1994) hanges Step 1 of our generi algorithm
and allows for generating samples from evidene nodes in the diretion that is opposite to
the topologial order of nodes in the network. In Step 2, bakward sampling uses the likeli-
hood of some of the observed evidene and some instantiated nodes to alulate Pr
0
(XnE).
Although Fung and del Favero mentioned the possibility of dynami node ordering, they
did not propose any sheme for updating the importane funtion in Step 7. Bakward
sampling suers from problems that are similar to those of likelihood weighting, i.e., a pos-
sible mismath between its importane funtion and the optimal importane funtion an
lead to poor onvergene.
Importane sampling (Shahter & Peot, 1989) is the same as our generi sampling algo-
rithm. Shahter and Peot introdued two variants of importane sampling: self-importane
(SIS) and heuristi importane. The importane funtion used in the rst step of the
self-importane algorithm is
Pr
0
(XnE) =
Y
x
i
=2e
Pr(x
i
jPa(X
i
))






E=e
:
This funtion is updated in Step 7. The algorithm tries to revise the onditional probability
tables (CPTs) periodially in order to make the sampling distribution gradually approah
the posterior distribution. Sine the same data are used to update the importane funtion
and to ompute the estimator, this proess introdues bias in the estimator. Heuristi
importane rst removes edges from the network until it beomes a polytree, and then
uses a modied version of the polytree algorithm (Pearl, 1986) to ompute the likelihood
funtions for eah of the unobserved nodes. Pr
0
(XnE) is a ombination of these likelihood
funtions with Pr(XnE; e). In Step 7 heuristi importane does not update Pr
k
(XnE). As
Shahter and Peot (1989) point out, this heuristi importane funtion an still lead to a
bad approximation of the optimal importane funtion. There exist also other algorithms
suh as a ombination of self-importane and heuristi importane (Shahter & Peot, 1989;
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Shwe & Cooper, 1991). Although some researhers suggested that this may be a promising
diretion for the work on sampling algorithms, we have not seen any results that would
follow up on this.
A separate group of stohasti sampling methods is formed by so-alled Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods that are divided into Gibbs sampling, Metropolis sampling,
and Hybrid Monte Carlo sampling (Geman & Geman, 1984; Gilks, Rihardson, & Spiegel-
halter, 1996; MaKay, 1998). Roughly speaking, these methods draw random samples from
an unknown target distribution f(X) by biasing the searh for this distribution towards
higher probability regions. When applied to Bayesian networks (Pearl, 1987; Chavez &
Cooper, 1990) this approah determines the sampling distribution of a variable from its
previous sample given its Markov blanket (Pearl, 1988). This orresponds to updating
Pr
k
(XnE) when sampling every node. Pr
k
(XnE) will onverge to the optimal importane
funtion for Pr(e) if Pr
0
(XnE) satises some ergodi properties (York, 1992). Sine the
onvergene to the limiting distribution is very slow and alulating updates of the sam-
pling distribution is ostly, these algorithms are not used in pratie as often as the simple
likelihood weighting sheme.
There are also some other simulation algorithms, suh as bounded variane algorithm
(Dagum & Luby, 1997) and the AA algorithm (Dagum et al., 1995), whih are essentially
based on the LW algorithm and the Stopping-Rule Theorem (Dagum et al., 1995). Cano
et al. (1996) proposed another importane sampling algorithm that performed somewhat
better than LW in ases with extreme probability distributions, but, as the authors state, in
general ases it \produed similar results to the likelihood weighting algorithm." Hernandez
et al. (1998) also applied importane sampling and reported a moderate improvement on
likelihood weighting.
2.4 Pratial Performane of the Existing Sampling Algorithms
The largest network that has been tested using sampling algorithms is QMR-DT (Quik
Medial Referene | Deision Theoreti) (Shwe et al., 1991; Shwe & Cooper, 1991), whih
ontains 534 adult diseases and 4,040 ndings, with 40,740 ars depiting disease-to-nding
dependenies. The QMR-DT network belongs to a lass of speial bipartite networks
and its struture is often referred to as BN2O (Henrion, 1991), beause of its two-layer
omposition: disease nodes in the top layer and nding nodes in the bottom layer. Shwe
and olleagues used an algorithm ombining self-importane and heuristi importane and
tested its onvergene properties on the QMR-DT network. But sine the heuristi method
iterative tabular Bayes (ITB) that makes use of a version of Bayes' rule is designed for
the BN2O networks, it annot be generalized to arbitrary networks. Although Shwe and
olleagues onluded that Markov blanket soring and self-importane sampling signiantly
improve the onvergene rate in their model, we annot extend this onlusion to general
networks. The omputation of Markov blanket soring is more omplex in a general multi-
onneted network than in a BN2O network. Also, the experiments onduted laked a
gold-standard posterior probability distribution that ould serve to judge the onvergene
rate.
Pradhan and Dagum (1996) tested an eÆient version of the LW algorithm | bounded
variane algorithm (Dagum & Luby, 1997) and the AA algorithm (Dagum et al., 1995) on
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a 146 node, multiply onneted medial diagnosti Bayesian network. One limitation in
their tests is that the probability of evidene in the ases seleted for testing was rather
high. Although over 10% of the ases had the probability of evidene on the order of
10
 8
or smaller, a simple alulation based on the reported mean  = 34:5 number of
evidene nodes, shows that the average probability of an observed state of an evidene node
onditional on its diret predeessors was on the order of (10
 8
)
1=34:5
 0:59. Given that
their algorithm is essentially based on the LW algorithm, based on our tests we suspet
that the performane will deteriorate on ases where the evidene is very unlikely. Both
algorithms fous on the marginal probability of one hypothesis node. If there are many
queried nodes, the eÆieny may deteriorate.
We have tested the algorithms disussed in Setion 2.3 on several large networks. Our
experimental results show that in ases with very unlikely evidene, none of these algorithms
onverges to reasonable estimates of the posterior probabilities within a reasonable amount
of time. The onvergene beomes worse as the number of evidene nodes inreases. Thus,
when using these algorithms in very large networks, we simply annot trust the results. We
will present results of tests of the LW and SIS algorithms in more detail in Setion 4.
3. AIS-BN: Adaptive Importane Sampling for Bayesian Networks
The main reason why the existing stohasti sampling algorithms onverge so slowly is that
they fail to learn a good importane funtion during the sampling proess and, eetively,
fail to redue the sampling variane. When the importane funtion is optimal, suh as
in probabilisti logi sampling without any evidene, eah of the algorithms is apable
of onverging to fairly good estimates of the posterior probabilities within relatively few
samples. For example, assuming that the posterior probabilities are not extreme (i.e., larger
than say 0.01), as few as 1,000 samples may be suÆient to obtain good estimates. In this
setion, we present the adaptive importane sampling algorithm for Bayesian networks
(AIS-BN) that, as we will demonstrate in the next setion, performs very well on most
tests. We will rst desribe the details of the algorithm and prove two theorems that are
useful in learning the optimal importane sampling funtion.
3.1 Basi Algorithm | AIS-BN
Compared with importane sampling used in normal nite-dimensional integrals, impor-
tane sampling used in Bayesian networks has several signiant advantages. First, the
network joint probability distribution Pr(X) is deomposable and an be fatored into
omponent parts. Seond, the network has a lear struture, whih represents many on-
ditional independene relationships. These properties are very helpful in estimating the
optimal importane funtion.
The basi AIS-BN algorithm is presented in Figure 2. The main dierenes between
the AIS-BN algorithm and the basi importane sampling algorithm in Figure 1 is that
we introdue a monotonially inreasing weight funtion w
k
and two eetive heuristi
initialization methods in Step 2. We also introdue a speial learning omponent in Step 7
to let the updating proess run more smoothly, avoiding osillation of the parameters. The
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1. Order the nodes aording to their topologial order.
2. Initialize importane funtion Pr
0
(XnE) using some heuristi methods, ini-
tialize weight w
0
, set the desired number of samples m and the updating
interval l, initialize the sore arrays for every node.
3. k  0, T  ;, w
TSore
 0, w
sum
 0
4. for i 1 to m do
5. if (i mod l == 0) then
6. k  k + 1
7. Update the importane funtion Pr
k
(XnE) and w
k
based on T .
end if
8. s
i
 generate a sample aording to Pr
k
(XnE)
9. T  T [ fs
i
g
10. w
iSore
 Sore (s
i
, Pr(XnE; e), Pr
k
(XnE), w
k
)
11. w
TSore
 w
TSore
+ w
iSore
(Optional: add w
iSore
to the orresponding entry of every sore array)
12. w
sum
 w
sum
+ w
k
end for
13. Output estimate of Pr(E) as w
TSore
=w
sum
(Optional: Normalize the sore arrays for every node)
Figure 2: The adaptive importane sampling for Bayesian Networks (AIS-BN) algorithm.
sore proessing in Step 10 is
w
iSore
= w
k
Pr(s
i
; e)
Pr
k
(s
i
)
:
Note that in this respet the algorithm in Figure 1 beomes a speial ase of AIS-BN
when w
k
= 1. The reason why we use w
k
is that we want to give dierent weights to
the sampling results obtained at dierent stages of the algorithm. As eah stage updates
the importane funtion, they will all have dierent distane from the optimal importane
funtion. We reommend that w
k
/ 1=
b

k
, where
b

k
is the standard deviation estimated in
stage k using Equation 3.
1
In order to keep w
k
monotonially inreasing, if w
k
is smaller
than w
k 1
, we adjust its value to w
k 1
. This weighting sheme may introdue bias into
1. A similar weighting sheme based on variane was apparently developed independently by Ortiz and
Kaelbling (2000), who reommend the weight w
k
/ 1=(b
k
)
2
.
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the nal result. Sine the initial importane sampling funtions are often ineÆient and
introdue big variane into the results, we also reommend that w
k
= 0 in the rst few
stages of the algorithm. We have designed this weighting sheme to reet the fat that in
pratie estimates with very small estimated variane are usually good estimates.
3.2 Modifying the Sampling Distribution in AIS-BN
Based on the theoretial onsiderations of Setion 2.1, we know that the ruial element of
the algorithm is onverging on a good approximation of the optimal importane funtion.
In what follows, we rst give the optimal importane funtion for alulating Pr(E = e)
and then disuss how to use the strutural advantages of Bayesian networks to approximate
this funtion. In the sequel, we will use the symbol  to denote the importane sampling
funtion and 

to denote the optimal importane sampling funtion.
Sine Pr(XnE;E = e) > 0, from Corollary 1 we have
(XnE) =
Pr(XnE;E = e)
Pr(E = e)
= Pr(XjE = e) :
The following orollary aptures this result.
Corollary 2 The optimal importane sampling funtion 

(XnE) for alulating Pr(E = e)
in Equation 6 is Pr(XjE = e).
Although we know the mathematial expression for the optimal importane sampling
funtion, it is diÆult to obtain this funtion exatly. In our algorithm, we use the following
importane sampling funtion
(XnE) =
n
Y
i=1
Pr(X
i
jPa(X
i
);E) : (8)
This funtion partially onsiders the eet of all the evidene on every node during the
sampling proess. When the network struture is the same as that of the network whih
has absorbed the evidene, this funtion is the optimal importane sampling funtion. It
is easy to learn and, as our experimental results show, it is a good approximation to the
optimal importane sampling funtion. Theoretially, when the posterior struture of the
model hanges drastially as the result of observed evidene, this importane sampling
funtion may perform poorly. We have tried to nd pratial networks where this would
happen, but to the day have not enountered a drasti example of this eet.
From Setion 2.2, we know that the sore sums orresponding to fx
i
;pa(X
i
); eg an
yield an unbiased estimator of Pr(x
i
;pa(X
i
); e). Aording to the denition of onditional
probability, we an get an estimator of Pr
0
(x
i
jpa(X
i
); e). This an be ahieved by main-
taining an updating table for every node, the struture of whih mimiks the struture of
the CPT. Suh tables allow us to deompose the above importane funtion into ompo-
nents that an be learned individually. We will all these tables the importane onditional
probability tables (ICPT).
Denition 1 An importane onditional probability table (ICPT) of a node X is a table
of posterior probabilities Pr(XjPa(X);E = e) onditional on the evidene and indexed by
its immediate predeessors, Pa(X).
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The ICPT tables will be modied during the proess of learning the importane funtion.
Now we will prove a useful theorem that will lead to onsiderable savings in the learning
proess.
Theorem 2
X
i
2 X;X
i
=2 An(E)) Pr(X
i
jPa(X
i
);E) = Pr(X
i
jPa(X
i
)) : (9)
Proof: Suppose we have set the values of all the parents of node X
i
to pa(X
i
). Node X
i
is
dependent on evidene E given pa(X
i
) only when X
i
is d-onneting with E given pa(X
i
)
(Pearl, 1988). Aording to the denition of d-onnetivity, this happens only when there
exists a member of X
i
's desendants that belongs to the set of evidene nodes E. In other
words X
i
=2 An(E). 2
Theorem 2 is very important for the AIS-BN algorithm. It states essentially that
the ICPT tables of those nodes that are not anestors of the evidene nodes are equal to
the CPT tables throughout the learning proess. We only need to learn the ICPT tables
for the anestors of the evidene nodes. Very often this an lead to signiant savings in
omputation. If, for example, all evidene nodes are root nodes, we have our ICPT tables for
every node already and the AIS-BN algorithm beomes idential to the likelihood weighting
algorithm. Without evidene, the AIS-BN algorithm beomes idential to the probabilisti
logi sampling algorithm.
It is worth pointing out that for some X
i
, Pr(X
i
jP
a
(X
i
);E) (i.e., the ICPT table for
X
i
), an be easily alulated using exat methods. For example, when X
i
is the only parent
of an evidene node E
j
and E
j
is the only hild of X
i
, the posterior probability distribution
of X
i
is straightforward to ompute exatly. Sine the fous of the urrent paper is on
Input: Initialized importane funtion Pr
0
(XnE), learning rate (k).
Output: An estimated importane funtion Pr
S
(XnE).
for stage k  0 to S do
1. Sample l points s
k
1
, s
k
2
, . . . , s
k
l
independently aording to the urrent im-
portane funtion Pr
k
(XnE).
2. For every node X
i
suh that X
i
2 XnE and X
i
=2 An(E) ount sore sums
orresponding to fx
i
;pa(X
i
); eg and estimate Pr
0
(x
i
jpa(X
i
); e) based on s
k
1
,
s
k
2
, . . . , s
k
l
.
3. Update Pr
k
(XnE) aording to the following formula:
Pr
k+1
(x
i
jpa(X
i
); e) =
Pr
k
(x
i
jpa(X
i
); e) + (k) 

Pr
0
(x
i
jpa(X
i
); e)  Pr
k
(x
i
jpa(X
i
); e)

end for
Figure 3: The AIS-BN algorithm for learning the optimal importane funtion.
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sampling, the test results reported in this paper do not inlude this improvement of the
AIS-BN algorithm.
Figure 3 lists an algorithm that implements Step 7 of the basi AIS-BN algorithm listed
in Figure 2. When we estimate Pr
0
(x
i
jpa(X
i
); e), we only use the samples obtained at the
urrent stage. One reason for this is that the information obtained in previous stages has
been absorbed by Pr
k
(XnE). The other reason is that in priniple, eah suessive iteration
is more aurate than the previous one and the importane funtion is loser to the optimal
importane funtion. Thus, the samples generated by Pr
k+1
(XnE) are better than those
generated by Pr
k
(XnE). Pr
0
(X
i
jpa(X
i
); e)   Pr
k
(X
i
jpa(X
i
); e) orresponds to the vetor
of rst partial derivatives in the diretion of the maximum derease in the error. (k) is
a positive funtion that determines the learning rate. When (k) = 0 (lower bound), we
do not update our importane funtion. When (k) = 1 (upper bound), at eah stage we
disard the old funtion. The onvergene speed is diretly related to (k). If it is small,
the onvergene will be very slow due to the large number of updating steps needed to
reah a loal minimum. On the other hand, if it is large, onvergene rate will be initially
very fast, but the algorithm will eventually start to osillate and thus may not reah a
minimum. There are many papers in the eld of neural network learning that disuss how
to hoose the learning rate and let estimated importane funtion onverge quikly to the
destination funtion. Any method that an improve learning rate should be appliable to
this algorithm. Currently, we use the following funtion proposed by Ritter et al. (1991)
(k) = a

b
a

k=k
max
; (10)
where a is the initial learning rate and b is the learning rate in the last step. This funtion
has been reported to perform well in neural network learning (Ritter et al., 1991).
3.3 Heuristi Initialization in AIS-BN
The dimensionality of the problem of Bayesian network inferene is equal to the number of
variables in a network, whih in the networks onsidered in this paper an be very high.
As a result, the learning spae of the optimal importane funtion is very large. Choie of
the initial importane funtion Pr
0
(XnE) is an important fator aeting the learning |
an initial value of the importane funtion that is lose to the optimal importane funtion
an greatly aet the speed of onvergene. In this setion, we present two heuristis that
help to ahieve this goal.
Due to their expliit enoding of the struture of a deomposable joint probability distri-
bution, Bayesian networks oer omputational advantages ompared to nite-dimensional
integrals. A possible rst approximation of the optimal importane funtion is the prior
probability distribution over the network variables, Pr(X). We propose an improvement on
this initialization. We know that the eet of evidene nodes on a node will be attenuated
as the path length of that node to evidene nodes is inreased (Henrion, 1989) and the
most aeted nodes are the diret anestors of the evidene nodes. Initializing the ICPT
tables of the parents of the evidene nodes to uniform distributions in our experiene im-
proves the onvergene rate. Furthermore, the CPT tables of the parents of an evidene
node E may be not favorable to the observed state e if the probability of E = e without
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any ondition is less than a small value, suh as Pr(E = e) < 1=(2  n
E
), where n
E
is the
number of outomes of node E. Based on this observation, we hange the CPT tables of
the parents of an evidene node E to uniform distributions in our experiment only when
Pr(E = e) < 1=(2  n
E
), otherwise we leave them unhanged. This kind of initialization
involves the knowledge of Pr(E = e), the marginal probability without evidene. Proba-
bilisti logi sampling (Henrion, 1988) enhaned by Latin hyperube sampling (Cheng &
Druzdzel, 2000b) or quasi-Monte Carlo methods (Cheng & Druzdzel, 2000a) will produe a
very good estimate of Pr(E = e). This is an one-time eort that an be made at the model
building stage and is worth pursuing to any desired preision.
Another serious problem related to sampling are extremely small probabilities. Suppose
there exists a root node with a state s that has the prior probability Pr(s) = 0:0001. Let
the posterior probability of this state given evidene be Pr(sjE) = 0:8. A simple alulation
shows that if we update the importane funtion every 1; 000 samples, we an expet to
hit s only one every 10 updates. Thus s's onvergene rate will be very slow. We an
overome this problem by setting a threshold  and replaing every probability p <  in the
network by .
2
At the same time, we subtrat (   p) from the largest probability in the
same onditional probability distribution. For example, the value of  = 10=l, where l is
the updating interval, will allow us to sample 10 times more often in the rst stage of the
algorithm. If this state turns out to be more likely (having a large weight), we an inrease
its probability even more in order to onverge to the orret answer faster. Considering
that we should avoid f(X)  jg(X)   I  f(X)j in an unimportant region as disussed in
Setion 2.1, we need to make this threshold larger. We have found that the onvergene
rate is quite sensitive to this threshold. Based on our empirial tests, we suggest to use
 = 0:04 in networks whose maximum number of outomes per node does not exeed ve.
A smaller threshold might lead to fast onvergene in some ases but slow onvergene in
others. If one threshold does not work, hanging it in a spei network will usually improve
onvergene rate.
3.4 Seletion of Parameters
There are several tunable parameters in the AIS-BN algorithm. We base the hoie of
these parameters on the Central Limit Theorem (CLT). Aording to CLT, if Z
1
, Z
2
, . . . ,
Z
n
are independent and identially distributed random variables with E(Z
i
) = 
Z
and
Var(Z
i
) = 
2
Z
, i = 1, ..., n, then Z = (Z
1
+ :::+Z
n
)=n is approximately normally distributed
when n is suÆiently large. Thus,
lim
n!1
P (



Z   
z




z


Z
=
p
n

z
 t) =
2
p
2
Z
1
t
e
 x
2
=2
dx : (11)
Although this approximation holds when n approahes innity, CLT is known to be very
robust and lead to exellent approximations even for small n. The formula of Equation 11
is an ("
r
, Æ) Relative Approximation, whih is an estimate  of  that satises
P (
j  j

 "
r
)  Æ :
2. This initialization heuristi was apparently developed independently by Ortiz and Kaelbling (2000).
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If Æ has been xed,
"
r
=

Z
=
p
n

z
 
 1
Z
(
Æ
2
) ;
where 
Z
(z) =
1
p
2
R
1
z
e
 x
2
=2
dx. Sine in our sampling problem, 
z
(orresponding to
Pr(E) in Figure 2) has been xed, setting "
r
to a smaller value amounts to letting 
Z
=
p
n
be smaller. So, we an adjust the parameters based on 
Z
=
p
n, whih an be estimated
using Equation 3. It is also the theoretial intuition behind our reommendation w
k
/ 1=
b

k
in Setion 3.1. While we expet that this should work well in most networks, no guarantees
an be given here | there exist always some extreme ases in sampling algorithms in whih
no good estimate of variane an be obtained.
3.5 A Generalization of AIS-BN: The Problem of Estimating Pr(aje)
A typial fous of systems based on Bayesian networks is the posterior probability of various
outomes of individual variables given evidene, Pr(aje). This an be generalized to the
omputation of the posterior probability of a partiular instantiation of a set of variables
given evidene, i.e., Pr(A = aje). There are two methods that are apable of performing
this omputation. The rst method is very eÆient at the expense of preision. The seond
method is less eÆient, but oers in general better onvergene rates. Both methods are
based on Equation 7.
The rst method reuses the samples generated to estimate Pr(e) in estimating Pr(a; e).
Estimation of Pr(a; e) amounts to ounting the sored sum under the ondition A = a.
The main advantage of this method is its eÆieny | we an use the same set of samples
to estimate the posterior probability of any state of a subset of the network given evidene.
Its main disadvantage is that the variane of the estimated Pr(a; e) an be large, espeially
when the numerial value of Pr(aje) is extreme. This method is the most widely used
approah in the existing stohasti sampling algorithms.
The seond method, used muh more rarely (e.g., Cano et al., 1996; Pradhan & Dagum,
1996; Dagum & Luby, 1997), alls for estimating Pr(e) and Pr(a; e) separately. After
estimating Pr(e), an additional all to the algorithm is made for eah instantiation a of
the set of variables of interest A. Pr(a; e) is estimated by sampling the network with the
set of observations e extended by A = a. The main advantage of this method is that it
is muh better at reduing variane than the rst method. Its main disadvantage is the
omputational ost assoiated with sampling for possibly many ombinations of states of
nodes of interest.
Cano et al. (1996) suggested a modied version of the seond method. Suppose that we
are interested in the posterior distribution Pr(a
i
je) for all possible values a
i
of A, i = 1,
2, . . . , k. We an estimate Pr(a
i
; e) for eah i = 1, . . . , k separately, and use the value
P
k
i=1
Pr(a
i
; e) as an estimate for Pr(e). The assumption behind this approah is that the
estimate of Pr(e) will be very aurate beause of the large sample from whih it is drawn.
However, even if we an guarantee small variane in every Pr(a
i
; e), we annot guarantee
that their sum will also have a small variane. So, in the AIS-BN algorithm we only use
the pure form of eah of the methods. The algorithm listed in Figure 2 is based on the rst
method when the optional omputations in Steps 12 and 13 are performed. An algorithm
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orresponding to the seond method skips the optional steps and alls the basi AIS-BN
algorithm twie to estimate Pr(e) and Pr(a; e) separately.
The rst method is very attrative beause of its simpliity and possible omputational
eÆieny. However, as we have shown in Setion 2.2, the performane of a sampling algo-
rithm that uses just one set of samples (as in the rst method above) to estimate Pr(aje)
will deteriorate if the dierene between the optimal importane funtions for Pr(a,e) and
Pr(e) is large. If the main fous of the omputation is high auray of the posterior proba-
bility distribution of a small number of nodes, we strongly reommend to use the algorithm
based on the seond method. Also, this algorithm an be easily used to estimate ondene
intervals of the solution.
4. Experimental Results
In this setion, we rst desribe the experimental method used in our tests. Our tests fous
on the CPCS network, whih is one of the largest and most realisti networks available
and for whih we know preisely whih nodes are observable. We were, therefore, able
to generate very realisti test ases. Sine the AIS-BN algorithm uses two initialization
heuristis, we designed an experiment that studies the ontribution of eah of these two
heuristis to the performane of the algorithm. To probe the extent of AIS-BN algorithm's
exellent performane, we test it on several real and large networks.
4.1 Experimental Method
We performed empirial tests omparing the AIS-BN algorithm to the likelihood weighting
(LW) and the self-importane sampling (SIS) algorithms. The two algorithms are basially
the state of the art general purpose belief updating algorithms. The AA (Dagum et al.,
1995) and the bounded variane (Dagum & Luby, 1997) algorithms, whih were suggested
by a reviewer, are essentially enhaned speial purpose versions of the basi LW algorithm.
Our implementation of the three algorithms relied on essentially the same ode with separate
funtions only when the algorithms diered. It is fair to assume, therefore, that the observed
dierenes are purely due to the theoretial dierenes among the algorithms and not due to
the eÆieny of implementation. In order to make the omparison of the AIS-BN algorithm
to LW and SIS fair, we used the rst method of omputation (Setion 3.5), i.e., one that
relies on single sampling rather than alling the basi AIS-BN algorithm twie.
We measured the auray of approximation ahieved by the simulation in terms of the
Mean Square Error (MSE), i.e., square root of the sum of square dierenes between Pr
0
(x
ij
)
and Pr(x
ij
), the sampled and the exat marginal probabilities of state j (j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
i
)
of node i, suh that X
i
=2 E. More preisely,
MSE =
v
u
u
t
1
P
X
i
2NnE
n
i
X
X
i
2NnE
n
i
X
j=1
(Pr
0
(x
ij
)  Pr(x
ij
))
2
;
where N is the set of all nodes, E is the set of evidene nodes, and n
i
is the number of
outomes of node i. In all diagrams, the reported MSE is averaged over 10 runs. We used
the lustering algorithm (Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 1988) to ompute the gold standard
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results for our omparisons of the mean square error. We performed all experiments on a
Pentium II, 333 MHz Windows omputer.
While MSE is not perfet, it is the simplest way of apturing error that lends itself to
further theoretial analysis. For example, it is possible to derive analytially the idealized
onvergene rate in terms of MSE, whih, in turn, an be used to judge the quality of the
algorithm. MSE has been used in virtually all previous tests of sampling algorithms, whih
allows interested readers to tie the urrent results to the past studies. A reviewer oered
an interesting suggestion of using ross-entropy or some other tehnique that weights small
hanges near zero muh more strongly than the equivalent size hange in the middle of
the [0; 1℄ interval. Suh measure would penalize the algorithm for impreisions of possibly
several orders of magnitude in very small probabilities. While this idea is interesting, we
are not aware of any theoretial reasons as to why this measure would make a dierene in
omparisons between AIS-BN, LW and SIS algorithms. TheMSE, as we mentioned above,
will allow us to ompare the empirially determined onvergene rate to the theoretially
derived ideal onvergene rate. Theoretially, the MSE is inversely proportional to the
square root of the sample size.
Sine there are several tunable parameters used in the AIS-BN algorithm, we list the
values of the parameters used in our test: l = 2; 500; w
k
= 0 for k  9 and w
k
= 1
otherwise. We stopped the updating proess in Step 7 of Figure 2 after k  10. In other
words, we used only the samples olleted in the last step of the algorithm. The learning
parameters used in our algorithm are k
max
= 10, a = 0:4, and b = 0:14 (see Equation 10).
We used an empirially determined value of the threshold  = 0:04 (Setion 3.3). We only
hange the CPT tables of the parents of a speial evidene node A to uniform distributions
when Pr(A = a) < 1=(2  n
A
). Some of the parameters are a matter of design deision
(e.g., the number of samples in our tests), others were hosen empirially. Although we
have found that these parameters may have dierent optimal values for dierent Bayesian
networks, we used the above values in all our tests of the AIS-BN algorithm desribed in
this paper. Sine the same set of parameters led to spetaular improvement in auray
in all tested networks, it is fair to say that the superiority of the AIS-BN algorithm to the
other algorithms is not too sensitive to the values of the parameters.
For the SIS algorithm, w
k
= 1 by the design of the algorithm. We used l = 2; 500. The
updating funtion in Step 7 of Figure 1 is that of (Shwe et al., 1991; Cousins, Chen, &
Frisse, 1993):
Pr
k
new
(x
i
jpa(X
i
); e) =
Pr(x
i
jpa(X
i
)) + k 

Pr
urrent
(x
i
jpa(X
i
); e)
1 + k
;
where Pr(x
i
jpa(X
i
)) is the original sampling distribution,

Pr
urrent
(x
i
jpa(X
i
); e) is an
equivalent of our ICPT tables estimator based on all urrently available information, and
k is the updating step.
4.2 Results for the CPCS Network
The main network used in our tests is a subset of the CPCS (Computer-based Patient Case
Study) model (Pradhan et al., 1994), a large multiply-onneted multi-layer network on-
sisting of 422 multi-valued nodes and overing a subset of the domain of internal mediine.
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Among the 422 nodes, 14 nodes desribe diseases, 33 nodes desribe history and risk fa-
tors, and the remaining 375 nodes desribe various ndings related to the diseases. The
CPCS network is among the largest real networks available to the researh ommunity at
the present time. The CPCS network ontains many extreme probabilities, typially on
the order of 10
 4
. Our analysis is based on a subset of 179 nodes of the CPCS network,
reated by Max Henrion and Malolm Pradhan. We used this smaller version in order to
be able to ompute the exat solution for the purpose of measuring approximation error in
the sampling algorithms.
The AIS-BN algorithm has some learning overhead. The following omparison of exe-
ution time vs. number of samples may give the reader an idea of this overhead. Updating
the CPCS network with 20 evidene nodes on our system takes the AIS-BN algorithm a
total of 8.4 seonds to learn. It generates subsequently 3,640 samples per seond, while the
SIS algorithm generates 2,631 samples per seond, and the LW algorithm generates 4,167
samples per seond. In order to remain onservative towards the AIS-BN algorithm, in all
our experiments we xed the exeution time of the algorithms (our limit was 60 seonds)
rather than the number of samples. In the CPCS network with 20 evidene nodes, in 60
seonds, AIS-BN generates about 188,000 samples, SIS generates about 158,000 samples
and LW generates about 250,000 samples.
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Figure 4: The probability distribution of evidene Pr(E = e) in our experiments.
We generated a total of 75 test ases onsisting of ve sequenes of 15 test ases eah. We
ran eah test ase 10 times, eah time with a dierent setting of the random number seed.
Eah sequene had a progressively higher number of evidene nodes: 15, 20, 25, 30, and
35 evidene nodes respetively. The evidene nodes were hosen randomly (equiprobable
sampling without replaement) from those nodes that desribed various plausible medial
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ndings. Almost all of these nodes were leaf nodes in the network. We believe that this
onstituted very realisti test ases for the algorithms. The distribution of the prior prob-
ability of evidene, Pr(E = e), aross all test runs of our experiments is shown in Figure 4.
The least likely evidene was 5:54  10
 42
, the most likely evidene was 1:37  10
 9
, and
the median was 7 10
 24
.
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Figure 5: A typial plot of onvergene of the tested sampling algorithms in our experiments
| Mean Square Error as a funtion of the exeution time for a subset of the
CPCS network with 20 evidene nodes hosen randomly among plausible medial
observations (Pr(E = e) = 3:33 10
 26
in this partiular ase) for the AIS-BN,
the SIS, and the LW algorithms. The urve for the AIS-BN algorithm is very
lose to the horizontal axis.
Figures 5 and 6 show a typial plot of onvergene of the tested sampling algorithms in
our experiments. The ase illustrated involves updating theCPCS network with 20 evidene
nodes. We plot the MSE after the initial 15 seonds during whih the algorithms start
onverging. In partiular, the learning step of the AIS-BN algorithm is usually ompleted
within the rst 9 seonds. We ran the three algorithms in this ase for 150 seonds rather
than the 60 seonds in the atual experiment in order to be able to observe a wider range of
onvergene. The plot of the MSE for the AIS-BN algorithm almost touhes the X axis in
Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the same plot in a ner sale in order to show more detail in the
AIS-BN onvergene urve. It is lear that the AIS-BN algorithm dramatially improves
the onvergene rate. We an also see that the results of AIS-BN onverge to exat results
very fast as the sampling time inreases. In the ase aptured in Figures 5 and 6, a tenfold
inrease in the sampling time (after subtrating the overhead for the AIS-BN algorithm, it
orresponds to a 21.5-fold inrease in the number of samples) results in a 4.55-fold derease
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Figure 6: The lower part of the plot of Figure 5 showing the onvergene of the AIS-BN
algorithm to orret posterior probabilities.
of the MSE (to MSE 0:00048). The observed onvergene of both SIS and LW algorithms
was poor. A tenfold inrease in sampling time had pratially no eet on auray. Please
note that this is a very typial ase observed in our experiments.
Original CPT Exat ICPT Learned ICPT
\Absent" 0.99631 0.0037 0.015
\Mild" 0.00183 0.1560 0.164
\Moderate" 0.00093 0.1190 0.131
\Severe" 0.00093 0.7213 0.690
Table 1: A fragment of the onditional probability table of a node of the CPCS network
(node gasAute, parents hepAute=Mild and wbTotTho=False) in Figure 6.
Figure 7 illustrates the ICPT learning proess of the AIS-BN algorithm for the sample
ase shown in Figure 6. The displayed onditional probabilities belong to the node gasAute
whih is a parent of two evidene nodes, difInfGasMu and abdPaiExaMea. The node
gasAute has four states: \absent," \mild," \moderate," and \severe", and two parents.
We randomly hose a ombination of its parents' states as our displayed onguration. The
original CPT for this onguration without evidene, the exat ICPT with evidene and
the learned ICPT with evidene are summarized numerially in Table 1. Figure 7 illustrates
that the learned importane onditional probabilities begin to onverge to the exat results
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Figure 7: Convergene of the onditional probabilities during the example run of the AIS-
BN algorithm aptured in Figure 6. The displayed fragment of the onditional
probability table belongs to node gasAute whih is a parent of one of the evidene
nodes.
stably after three updating steps. The learned probabilities in Step 10 are lose to the
exat results. In this example, the dierene between Pr(x
i
jpa(X
i
); e) and Pr(x
i
jpa(X
i
)) is
very large. Sampling from Pr(x
i
jpa(X
i
)) instead of Pr(x
i
jpa(X
i
); e) would introdue large
variane into our results.
AIS-BN SIS LW
 0.00082 0.110 0.148
 0.00022 0.076 0.093
min 0.00049 0.0016 0.0031
median 0.00078 0.105 0.154
max 0.00184 0.316 0.343
Table 2: Summary of the simulation results for all of the 75 simulation ases on the CPCS
network. Figure 8 shows eah of the 75 ases graphially.
Figure 8 shows the MSE for all 75 test ases in our experiments with the summary
statistis in Table 2. A paired one-tailed t-test resulted in statistially highly signiant
dierenes between the AIS-BN and SIS algorithms (p < 3:1  10
 20
), and also between
the SIS and LW algorithms (p < 1:7  10
 8
). As far as the magnitude of dierene is
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Figure 8: Performane of the AIS-BN, SIS, and LW algorithms: Mean Square Error for
eah of the 75 individual test ases plotted against the probability of evidene.
The sampling time is 60 seonds.
onerned, AIS-BN was signiantly better than SIS. SIS was better than LW, but the
dierene was small. The mean MSEs of SIS and LW algorithms were both greater than
0:1, whih suggests that neither of these algorithms is suitable for large Bayesian networks.
The graph in Figure 9 shows the MSE ratio between the AIS-BN and SIS algorithms.
We an see that the perentage of the ases whose ratio was greater than 100 (two orders
of magnitude improvement!) is 60%. In other words, we obtained two orders of magnitude
improvement in MSE in more than half of the ases. In 80% ases, the ratio was greater
than 50. The smallest ratio in our experiments was 2.67, whih happened when posterior
probabilities were dominated by the prior probabilities. In that ase, even though the LW
and SIS algorithms onverged very fast, theirMSE was still far larger than that of AIS-BN.
Our next experiment aimed at showing how lose the AIS-BN algorithm an approah
the best possible sampling results. If we know the optimal importane sampling funtion,
the onvergene of the AIS-BN algorithm should be the same as that of forward sampling
without evidene. In other words, the results of the probabilisti logi sampling algorithm
without evidene approah the limit of how well stohasti sampling an perform. We ran
the logi sampling algorithm on the CPCS network without evidene mimiking the test
runs of the AIS-BN algorithm, i.e., 5 bloks of 15 runs, eah repeated 10 times with a
dierent random number seed. The number of samples generated was equal to the average
number of samples generated by the AIS-BN algorithm for eah series of 15 test runs.
We obtained the average MSE  = 0:00057, with  = 0:000025, min = 0:00052, and
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Figure 9: The ratio of MSE between SIS and AIS-BN versus perentage.
max = 0:00065. The best results should be around this range. From Table 2, we an
see that the minimum MSE for the AIS-BN algorithm was 0:00049, within the range of
the optimal result. The mean MSE in AIS-BN is 0:00082, not too far from the optimal
results. The standard deviation, , is signiantly larger in the AIS-BN algorithm, but
this is understandable given that the proess of learning the optimal importane funtion is
heuristi in nature. It is not diÆult to understand that there exist a dierene between the
AIS-BN results and the optimal results. First, the AIS-BN algorithm in our tests updated
the sampling distribution only 10 times, whih may be too few times to let it onverge
to the optimal importane distribution. Seond, even if the algorithm has onverged to
the optimal importane distribution, the sampling algorithm will still let the parameter
osillate around this distribution and there will be always small dierenes between the two
distributions.
Figure 10 shows the onvergene rate for all tested ases for a four-fold inrease in
sampling time (between 15 and 60 seonds). We adjusted the onvergene ratio of the
AIS-BN algorithm by dividing it by a onstant. Aording to Equation 3, the theoretially
expeted onvergene ratio for a four-fold inrease in the number of samples should be
around two. There are about 96% ases among the AIS-BN runs whose ratio lays in
the interval (1.75, 2.25℄, in a sharp ontrast to 11% and 13% ases in the SIS and LW
algorithms. The ratios of the remaining 4% ases in AIS-BN lay in the interval [2.25, 2.5℄.
In the SIS and LW algorithms, the perentage of ases whose ratio were smaller than 1.5
was 71% and 77% respetively. Less than 1.5 means that the number of samples was too
small to estimate variane and the results annot be trusted. The ratio greater than 2.25
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Figure 10: The distribution of the onvergene ratio of the AIS-BN, SIS, and LW algo-
rithms when the number of samples inreases four times.
means possibly that 60 seonds was long enough to estimate the variane, but 15 seonds
was too short.
4.3 The Role of AIS-BN Heuristis in Performane Improvement
From the above experimental results we an see that the AIS-BN algorithm an improve
the sampling performane signiantly. Our next series of tests foused on studying the role
of the two AIS-BN initialization heuristis. The rst is initializing the ICPT tables of the
parents of evidene to uniform distributions, denoted by U. The seond is adjusting small
probabilities, denoted by S. We denote AIS-BN without any heuristi initialization method
to be the AIS algorithm. AIS+U+S equals AIS-BN. We ompared the following versions
of the algorithms: SIS, AIS, SIS+U, AIS+U, SIS+S, AIS+S, SIS+U+S, AIS+U+S. All
algorithms with SIS used the same number of samples as SIS. All algorithms withAIS used
the same number of samples as AIS-BN. We tested these algorithms on the same 75 test
ases used in the previous experiment. Figure 11 shows the MSE for eah of the sampling
algorithms with the summary statistis in Table 3. Even though the AIS algorithm is better
than the SIS algorithm, the dierene is not as large as in ase of the AIS+U, AIS+S, and
AIS-BN algorithms. It seems that heuristi initialization methods help muh. The results
for the SIS+S; SIS+U, SIS+U+S algorithms suggest that although heuristi initialization
methods an improve performane, they alone annot improve too muh. It is fair to say
that signiant performane improvement in the AIS-BN algorithm is oming from the
ombination of AIS with heuristi methods, not any method alone. It is not diÆult to
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understand that, as only with good heuristi initialization methods is it possible to let the
learning proess quikly exit osillation areas. Although both S and U methods alone an
improve the performane, the improvement is moderate ompared to the ombination of
the two.
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Figure 11: A omparison of dierent algorithms in the CPCS network. Eah bar is based
on 75 test ases. The dotted bar shows the MSE for the SIS algorithm while
the gray bar shows the MSE for the AIS algorithm.
SIS AIS SIS+U AIS+U SIS+S AIS+S SIS+U+S AIS-BN
 0.110 0.060 0.050 0.0084 0.075 0.0015 0.050 0.00082
 0.076 0.049 0.052 0.025 0.074 0.0016 0.059 0.00022
min 0.0016 0.00074 0.0011 0.00058 0.00072 0.00056 0.00086 0.00049
median 0.105 0.045 0.031 0.0014 0.052 0.00087 0.028 0.00078
max 0.316 0.207 0.212 0.208 0.279 0.0085 0.265 0.0018
Table 3: Summary of the simulation results for dierent algorithms in the CPCS network.
4.4 Results for Other Networks
In order to make sure that the AIS-BN algorithm performs well in general, we tested it on
two other large networks.
The rst network that we used in our tests is the PathFinder network (Hekerman
et al., 1990), whih is the ore element of an expert system that assists surgial pathologists
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with the diagnosis of lymph-node diseases. There are two versions of this network. We used
the larger version, onsisting of 135 nodes. In ontrast to the CPCS network, PathFinder
ontains many onditional probabilities that are equal to 1, whih reets deterministi
relationships in ertain settings. To make the sampling hallenging, we randomly seleted
20 evidene nodes from among the leaf nodes. Eah of these was an observable node (David
Hekerman, personal ommuniation). We veried in eah ase that the probability of so
seleted evidene was not equal to zero.
We xed the exeution time of the algorithms to be 60 seonds. The learning overhead
for the AIS-BN algorithm in the PathFinder network was about 3.5 seonds. In 60
seonds, AIS-BN generated about 366,000 samples, SIS generated about 250,000 samples
and LW generated about 2,700,000 samples. The reason why LW ould generate more than
10 times as many samples as SIS within the same amount of time is that the LW algorithm
terminates sample generation at a very early stage in many samples, when the weight of a
sample beomes zero. This is a result of determinism in the probability tables, mentioned
above. We will see that LW benets greatly from generating more samples. The other
parameters used in AIS-BN were the same as those used in the CPCS network.
We tested 20 ases, eah with randomly seleted 20 evidene nodes. The reported MSE
for eah ase was averaged over 10 runs. Some of the runs of the SIS and LW algorithms did
not manage to generate any eetive samples (the weight sore sum was equal to zero). SIS
had only 75% eetive runs and LW had only 89% eetive runs, whih means that in some
runs SIS and LW were unable to yield any information about the posterior distributions.
In all those ases, we disarded the run and only averaged over the eetive runs. All
runs in the AIS-BN algorithm were eetive. We report our experimental results with the
summary statistis in Table 4. From these data, we an see that the AIS-BN algorithm
is still signiantly better than the SIS and LW algorithms. Sine the LW algorithm an
generate more than ten times the number of samples than the SIS algorithm, its performane
is better than that of the SIS algorithm.
AIS-BN SIS LW
 0.00050 0.166 0.089
 0.00037 0.107 0.0707
min 0.00025 0.00116 0.00080
median 0.00037 0.184 0.0866
max 0.0017 0.467 0.294
eetive runs 200 150 178
Table 4: Summary of the simulation results for all of the 20 simulation ases on the
PathFinder network.
The seond network that we tested was one of the ANDES networks (Conati et al.,
1997). ANDES is an intelligent tutoring system for lassial Newtonian physis that is
being developed by a team of researhers at the Learning Researh and Development Center
at the University of Pittsburgh and researhers at the United States Naval Aademy. The
student model in ANDES uses a Bayesian network to do long{term knowledge assessment,
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plan reognition, and predition of students' ations during problem solving. We seleted
the largest ANDES network that was available to us, onsisting of 223 nodes.
In ontrast to the previous two networks, the depth of the ANDES network was sig-
niantly larger and so was its onnetivity. There were only 22 leaf nodes. It is quite
preditable that this kind of networks will pose diÆulties to learning. We seleted 20
evidene nodes randomly from the potential evidene nodes and tested 20 ases. All pa-
rameters were the same as those used in the CPCS network. We xed the exeution time
of the algorithms to be 60 seonds. The learning overhead for the AIS-BN algorithm in
the ANDES network was 13.4 seonds. In 60 seonds, AIS-BN generated about 114,000
samples, SIS generated about 98,000 samples and LW generated about 180,000 samples.
In this network, LW still an generate almost two times the number of samples generated
by the SIS algorithm.
We report our experimental results with the summary statistis in Table 5. The results
show that also in the ANDES network the AIS-BN algorithm was signiantly better than
the SIS and LW algorithms. Sine LW generated almost two times the number of samples
that were generated by the SIS algorithm, its performane was better than that of the SIS
algorithm.
AIS-BN SIS LW
 0.0059 0.0628 0.0404
 0.0049 0.102 0.0539
min 0.0023 0.0028 0.0028
median 0.0045 0.0190 0.0198
max 0.0237 0.321 0.221
Table 5: Summary of the simulation results for all of the 20 simulation ases on the ANDES
network.
While the AIS-BN algorithm is on the average an order of magnitude more preise
than the other two algorithms, the performane improvement is smaller than in the other
two networks. The reason why the performane improvement of the AIS-BN algorithm
over the SIS and LW algorithms in the ANDES network is smaller ompared to that in
the CPCS and PathFinder networks is that: (1) The ANDES network used in our tests
was apparently not hallenging enough for sampling algorithms in general. In the ANDES
network, SIS and LW also an perform well in some ases. The minimum MSE of SIS and
LW in our tested ases is almost the same as that of AIS-BN. (2) The number of samples
generated by AIS-BN in this network is signiantly smaller than that in the previous
two networks and AIS-BN needs more time to learn. Although inreasing the number of
samples will improve the performane of all three algorithms, it improves the performane
of AIS-BN more sine the onvergene ratio of the AIS-BN algorithm is usually larger than
that of SIS and LW (see Figure 10). (3) The parameters that we used in this network were
tuned for the CPCS network. (4) The large depth and fewer leaf nodes of the ANDES
network pose some diÆulties to learning.
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5. Disussion
There is a fundamental trade-o in the AIS-BN algorithm between the time spent on
learning the importane funtion and the time spent on sampling. Our urrent approah,
whih we believe to be reasonable, is to stop learning at the point when the importane
funtion is good enough. In our experiments we stopped learning after 10 iterations.
There are several ways of improving the initialization of the onditional probability
tables at the outset of the AIS-BN algorithm. In the urrent version of the algorithm, we
initialize the ICPT table of every parent N of an evidene node E (N 2 Pa(E), E 2 E)
to the uniform distribution when Pr(E = e) < 1=(2  n
E
). This an be improved further.
We an extend the initialization to those nodes that are severely aeted by the evidene.
They an be identied by examining the network struture and loal CPTs.
We an view the learning proess of the AIS-BN algorithm as a network rebuilding
proess. The algorithm onstruts a new network whose struture is the same as the original
network (exept that we delete the evidene nodes and orresponding ars). The onstruted
network models the joint probability distribution (XnE) in Equation 8, whih approahes
the optimal importane funtion. We use the learned 
0
to approximate this distribution.
If 
0
approximates Pr(XjE) aurately enough, we an use this new network to solve other
approximate tasks, suh as the problem of omputing the Maximum A-Posterior assignment
(MAP) (Pearl, 1988), nding k most likely senarios (Seroussi & Golmard, 1994), et. A
large advantage of this approah is that we an solve eah of these problems as if the network
had no evidene nodes.
We know that Markov blanket soring an improve onvergene rates in some sampling
algorithms (Shwe & Cooper, 1991). It may also be applied to the AIS-BN algorithm to
improve its onvergene rate. Aording to Property 4 (Setion 2.1), any tehnique that an
redue the variane 
2
Pr(e)
will redue the variane of

Pr(e) and orrespondingly improve
the sampling performane. Sine the variane of stratied sampling (Rubinstein, 1981) is
never muh worse than that of random sampling, and an be muh better, it an improve the
onvergene rate. We expet some other variane redution methods in statistis, suh as:
(i) the expeted value of a random variable; (ii) antitheti variants orrelations (stratied
sampling, Latin hyperube sampling, et.); and (iii) systemati sampling, will also improve
the sampling performane.
Current learning algorithm used a simple approah. Some heuristi learning methods,
suh as adjusting learning rates aording to hanges of the error (Jaobs, 1988), should
also be appliable to our algorithm. There are several tunable parameters in the AIS-BN
algorithm. Finding the optimal values of these parameters for any given network is another
interesting researh topi.
It is worth observing that the plots presented in Figure 8 are fairly at. In other words,
in our tests the onvergene of the sampling algorithms did not depend too strongly on the
probability of evidene. This seems to ontradit the ommon belief that forward sampling
shemes suer from unlikely evidene. AIS-BN for one shows a fairly at plot. The
onvergene of the SIS and LW algorithms seems to derease slightly with unlikely evidene.
It is possible that all three algorithms will perform muh worse when the probability of
evidene drops below some threshold value, whih our tests failed to approah. Until this
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relationship has been studied arefully, we onjeture that the probability of evidene is not
a good measure of diÆulty of approximate inferene.
Given that the problem of approximating probabilisti inferene is NP-hard, there exist
networks that will be hallenging for any algorithm and we have no doubt that even the
AIS-BN algorithm will perform poorly on them. To the day, we have not found suh
networks. There is one harateristi of networks that may be hallenging to the AIS-BN
algorithm. In general, when the number of parameters that need to be learned by the AIS-
BN algorithm inreases, its performane will deteriorate. Nodes with many parents, for
example, are hallenging to the AIS-BN learning algorithm, as it has to update the ICPT
tables under all ombinations of the parent nodes. It is possible that onditional probability
distributions with ausal independene properties, suh as Noisy-OR distributions (Pearl,
1988; Henrion, 1989; Diez, 1993; Srinivas, 1993; Hekerman & Breese, 1994), ommon in
very large pratial networks, an be treated dierently and lead to onsiderable savings in
the learning time.
One diretion of testing approximate algorithms, suggested to us by a reviewer, is to use
very large networks for whih exat solution annot be omputed at all. In this ase, one
an try to infer from the dierene in variane at various stages of the algorithm whether
it is onverging or not. This is a very interesting idea that is worth exploring, espeially
when ombined with theoretial work on stopping riteria in the line of the work of Dagum
and Luby (1997).
6. Conlusion
Computational omplexity remains a major problem in appliation of probability theory
and deision theory in knowledge-based systems. It is important to develop shemes that
improve the performane of updating algorithms | even though the theoretially demon-
strated worst ase will remain NP{hard, many pratial ases may beome tratable.
In this paper, we studied importane sampling in Bayesian networks. After reviewing
the most important theoretial results related to importane sampling in nite-dimensional
integrals, we proposed a new algorithm for importane sampling in Bayesian networks that
we all adaptive importane sampling (AIS-BN). While the proess of learning the optimal
importane funtion for the AIS-BN algorithm is omputationally intratable, based on the
theory of importane sampling in nite-dimensional integrals we proposed several heuristis
that seem to work very well in pratie. We proposed heuristi methods for initializing the
importane funtion that we have shown to aelerate the learning proess, a smooth learn-
ing method for updating importane funtion using the strutural advantages of Bayesian
networks, and a dynami weighting funtion for ombining samples from dierent stages
of the algorithm. All these methods help the AIS-BN algorithm to get fairly aurate
estimates of the posterior probabilities in a limited time. Of the two applied heuristis,
adjustment of small probabilities, seems to lead to the largest improvement in performane,
although the largest derease in MSE is ahieved by a ombination of the two heuristis
with the AIS-BN algorithm.
The AIS-BN algorithm an lead to a dramati improvement in the onvergene rates in
large Bayesian networks with evidene ompared to the existing state of the art algorithms.
We ompared the performane of the AIS-BN algorithm to the performane of likelihood
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weighting and self-importane sampling on a large pratial model, the CPCS network,
with evidene as unlikely as 5:54  10
 42
and typially 7 1:0
 24
. In our experiments, we
observed that the AIS-BN algorithm was always better than likelihood weighting and self-
importane sampling and in over 60% of the ases it reahed over two orders of magnitude
improvement in auray. Tests performed on the other two networks, PathFinder and
ANDES, yielded similar results.
Although there may exist other approximate algorithms that will prove superior to AIS-
BN in networks with speial struture or distribution, the AIS-BN algorithm is simple
and robust for general evidential reasoning problems in large multiply-onneted Bayesian
networks.
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